I See His Blood upon the Rose

Joseph Mary Plunkett (1887–1916)

Solemnly \( \frac{4}{4} = \text{ca. 63} \)

I see His blood upon the rose

for rehearsal only

rose And in the stars the glory of His eyes, of His

rose And in the stars the glory of His eyes, of His

rose, In the stars the glory of His eyes, of His
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birds are but His voice-

sing ing of the birds are but His voice-

thunder, and car v en by His

der, and car v en by His

rocks are His writ ten words. All

by His pow’r rocks are His writ ten words. pow’r

rocks are His writ ten words. words, writ ten words. pow’r

rocks are His words, writ ten words.
pathways by__ His feet are worn, His strong heart
All paths by__ His feet are worn,____ His strong heart
All paths by__ His feet are worn,____ His strong heart

stirs__ His strong heart stirs the ever-beating sea, His
stirs the ever-beating sea, His
stirs the ever-beating sea, His

His strong heart stirs the ever-beating sea, beat-ing sea,
Slowly $J = \text{ca. 54}$

\begin{align*}
\text{His} & \quad \text{cross} \quad \text{is} \quad \text{ev'-ry} \quad \text{tree} \quad \text{I} \\
\text{His} & \quad \text{cross} \quad \text{is} \quad \text{ev'-ry} \quad \text{tree} \quad \text{I} \\
\text{His} & \quad \text{cross} \quad \text{is} \quad \text{ev'-ry} \quad \text{tree} \quad \text{I} \\
\text{His} & \quad \text{blood} \quad \text{up-on} \quad \text{the} \quad \text{rose} \quad \text{pp} \\
\text{see} & \quad \text{His} \quad \text{blood} \quad \text{up-on} \quad \text{the} \quad \text{rose} \quad \text{pp} \\
\text{up} & \quad \text{on} \quad \text{the} \quad \text{rose} \quad \text{pp} \\
\text{up} & \quad \text{on} \quad \text{the} \quad \text{rose} \quad \text{pp} \\
\end{align*}